Introduction
Let ƒ ¶ (1) and ƒ ¶(2) be two bounded domains in R3 which are filled with fluids
(1) and (2) , respectively, at the initial moment.
We assume that aS (1) and k(j) are, respectively, the density of the fluid, the coefficient of viscosity and the coefficient of heat conductivity, which are all assumed to be positive constants.
Here and in what follows we shall use the well-known notation of vector analysis and the summation convention.
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The initial condition is (v('),(')) 8L=0= (v0(1), eo (1))(x) (x e S~(')(0) . c2(1)), (1.2)(1) (v(2), 8(2)) L=0 = (v0(2), 60 (2))(x) (x E ~(2)(O) _ c(2)).
(1.2) (2) The boundary condition on the free surface "C(t) (i.e., the interface between fluids (1) and (2) at the moment t>0) is (see, for example [12, 16]) v(1) = v(2), p(l)n P(2)n = aHn + 6(1) = 8(2), k(1) v8(1) ° n = k(2) ®6 (2) . n (x E F(t), t > 0), (1.3) while on the fixed boundary, f 21(1) = 0, 6(1) = 6e(1) (x E ~(1), t > O), (1.4)(1) 21(2) = 0, 8(2) = 6e(2) (x E ~(2), t > 0), (1.4) (2) where n=n(x, t) is the unit normal vector pointing to ƒ ¶(2)(t) at x •¸ "C(t), H(x, t)
is the twice mean curvature of "C(t), •¤(s)=•¤-n(n•EV) is the surface gradient and a = a(6 (8) We decompose the second condition of (1, 3)1 into the tangential and the normal components. of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation (1.7). P u(j) (u(j), q(j))=-q(3)I + 2~(3)Du(J) (u(3)), q(3) (, t) = p(3) (XUu) (, t), t), (ii) ƒÏ(j), ƒÊ(j), k(j) are positive constants and ƒÐ •¸ W2 +1(R.), 
(ii) ƒÏ(j), ƒÊ(j). k(j) are positive constants and ƒÐ •¸ W2+1(R+), ƒÐ>0, where "U=(("U1(j), "U2(j)),"U3(j)),("U4, "U5, "U6, "U7)) and c3 depends on T nondecreas ingly.
The essential part of the proof of Theorem Furthermore we introduce the Sobolev-Slobodetskii spaces with the exponen tial weight e-2ht (h>0).
The same notation will be used for the spaces of vector fields, the norms of a vector supposed to be equal to the sum of the norms of all its components. We shall seek the solution of (3.5)(j) of the form ( [23, 24, 27] ) :
The constants (c1(1), c2(1),c3(1),c4(1),c1(2),c2(2),c3(2),c4(2)) can be determined by substituting the formulas (3.8)(j) into the boundary conditions (3.7). After some The proof is completed.
Next we introduce the new norms Let us put e1 (1)(x3) = e-r(1)x3, e2(1) (x3) = e r(1){~ 1~3. We first prove Theorem 1.3 in the spaces Hh l~2 (QT) Namely, we shall show: We shall first prove the solvability of the problem (3 .26).
We introduce the coverings of S~ i 5Z(1) U 5~(2) and associated smooth cut-off functions ( [22, 37] ). Let A be an arbitrary small number. We can construct two systems {w(k)} and {ƒ ¶(k) } as follows;
(ii) for any x •¸ ƒ ¶, there exists w(k) such that x •¸ w(k) and dist(x, -w(')) >_ 31A for some ƒÀ1>0; (3.27) by virtue of the imbedding theorem (see [33] ). Furthermore, the change of the
and the boundary in ƒ ¶(k"), which we shall denote by "C(k"), into 
where "Pzx denotes the coordinate transformation from {z} to {x} and 
Similarly, NATO TANAKA where After some calculations, one can show that RG=(u"(1), q"(1), 8"(1), q"(2), 8" (2)) satisfies the problem (3.26) with G replaced by ((0,0), (_M1C1) Next we estimate p~~OgO 0 ,l/2+l/2 k . It is obvious that (u(k')q(k')) _ Hh (QT (u(~~~) q(~~~~) 0, hence we only have to consider the case k=k". We see that ((1)(k) q(2)(k)) satisfies
After extending the functions into t>T with preservation of their classes, we apply the Fourier-Laplace transformation (3.4). The transformed problem can be solved We next construct the divergence free vectors (w'(1), w'(2)) satisfying (3.40) in the same way as in [9, 3] . Then we have G2(QTU)), where J2(QTU)) _ {V , ~,1= 0 in n® = 0 on aS U) } and G2 (QT) (j)_ {Vo(i) E L2 (QT)} (~)(see [9, 23] ) the problem (3.25) is reduced to the same one for w"U) = wU) VU) w'U), 7-rO _ qrU) pCi)(0'(i) + ~o"(~)) with (1(i), ~~4, ~5) replaced by G (1u(i ~,) +®~"(a), 0, Here co"(a) satisfy V2cp"(j) = 0 in Q(a), cp"U) _ 0U) on F, For the reduced system, we can define the regularizes R in the same way as that of the previous problem:
For k=k', (w"(j)(k), ƒÎ'(j)(k))(x, t) is a solution to the problem
For k=k", we define (WU(J)(k),7ILI)(1e))(,t) as IIZk(w"(j)O, °(j)('))(z, t) where (IF(i)(k) w , ~r°(j)(k))(z, t) satisfies with (Ti"(J),T4',T5')(z,t) = H (J1"(j), I4', I5')(x, t) (j = 1, 2). For k = k", we define (w'0 (j) (k) , qr' (j) (k)) (x, t) in the same way as above with the boundary condition of w"(j)(k) replaced by w"(j)(k) = 0 on z3 = 0. Note that V~ .
(1"(i) ~+V(p"(j)) = 0 and Vz . tg(k) (~1"(j) + IIz p~°°(j)) = 0 hold.
The operator corresponding to M G is also defined analogously. The only dif ference is that we must add the term (4.5) where k=((k1(j),k2(j),k3(j)),(k4,k5,k6,k7)).
Before calculating the norm of k, we prepare auxilliary estimates. 
